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MEMBERS' QUERIES 
STEEPHEN STEERE writes that he has a picture postcard with the 
unidentified die of RBC/B (R0423.01) on it. It is on a KEVII ½d  
(dark), cancelled Birmingham February 20 1903. The sender is a 
L.RANDALL with an address of Park Road, Moseley. Moseley is now 
part of Birmingham. Is - or was - there a Randall Bros Company of 
Birmingham based in Moseley? Could anyone confirm this or assist  
with further information please? 

*     *    *    * 
Sloper's "Tower Royal Works" 
JOHN MATHEWS wishes to know why Sloper's premises in West Hamp-
stead were called "Tower Royal Works". From Post Office London 
Directories, this name seems to have been used for those works  
from the very early days of Sloper's perforating business. John  
wonders if any of the company material which is in the possession  
of the Society gives a clue to the origin of the "Tower Royal 
Works" name. 

*     *    *    * 
From ROBERT SCHWERDT, 9 Memory Lane, Poughkeepsie, NY 12603, 
USA. He is preparing a revised edition of the African section of the 
WORLD PERFINS CATALOG and he has a few questions which he 
hopes fellow 'perfinists' can answer. 
1. There is a note in Scott's catalogue for the MEF overprints in  
British Offices Abroad sections, namely, in 1950 the 15 stamps  
(1942-7) were declared valid for use in Great Britain. There is  
no corresponding note for E.A.F. Somalia, Tripolitania or Morocco.  
Bob wonders if these latter overprinted issues were also valid in  
G.B. The reason he asks is that a 2/6d item overprinted TANGIER  
is reported with R&S/M perfin and Manchester cancel dated cl950. 
(Ed:- Looking in my "The Commonwealth Catalogue of King George VI 
Stamps" 8th Edition 1960-61; at the beginning of the British  
Offices Abroad section it states, "Overprinted G.B. stamps (un- 
surcharged) can be used in the U.K." The important words I would  
think are the "UN-SURCHARGED". This means that A.E.F. Somalia and 
Morocco were valid in the U.K. for a period of time as there was  
no local currency surcharge on the stamps for certain issues but  
not Tripolitania as all stamps overprinted for use in Tripolitania  
were surcharged too. 




